
 

Dancing Diamonds WORKSHOP 
By Claire Haillot 

 
 

PATTERN 
I strongly recommend that you contact your local quilt shop and ask for either my Dancing Diamond or Gem bag 
pattern.  Both are available from PlumEasy Patterns and each contain the instructions WITH the special interfacing 
panel!  If you bring this to the class you will not need to pay the 15$ fee for the class kit (which is the Interfacing 
template only).  My class notes do not include instructions to make the Gem Bag, you will need the pattern. 
 

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS: 
You need LOTS of fabrics to give Dancing Diamonds its scrappy feel. Fat quarters work great, or a stash of small 
strips ranging from 10” to 20” length.  I have even started using 10” squares so that I can have more variety and 
less repetitiveness. Fabrics should include textures and big prints, do avoid tone-on-tone fabrics.  However, I love 
using 2½” strips of one specific collection when making the Gem bag.  If you are trying to have the same effect as in 
my “Remembering Sochi quilt” than I suggest picking out two colors to be used as what I will now call “colorway”. 
Select at least 10 fabrics in each colorway.  
 

CUT PRIOR TO CLASS:  
From each fabric, cut four strips: 1”, 1 ½”, 2”, 2 ½”.  
- If you have lots of scraps, for example 20 in each colorway, you don’t need all the four strip sizes.  
- If you want to make a Gem bag with jelly rolls than you don’t have to cut the strips. 

DO bring all your fabrics at the workshop!  Including leftovers 
 

 
 

NOTIONS  
Fabric Glue Stick  
Rotary cutter and cutting mat  
Ruler : Bring your favorite ranging between 4” x 14” and 8 1/2” x 24” 
Useful to have: 60 degree ruler (ex: Jinny Beyer, Super Side Kick)  
Pins, Seam ripper and fabric marker 
For your sewing machine: 70 universal needles,  ¼” foot for piecing  and cotton thread for piecing (50w)  
 

You can view a Video explaining the choice of fabrics on my Facebook page: Quilting with Claire  
You can also send me an e-mail if you have questions: clairehaillot@gmail.com 
 

Arrive early to get yourself settled. Looking forward to meeting you!  
 
Remembering Sochi  
2nd place at Vermont Quilt Festival 2016 
Best of Show at International Quilt Festival, Chicago 2018 
 

My Remembering Sochi quilt consists of five (5) Dancing Diamonds 
panels. 
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